
Don’t forget to check the latest news 

on our website and from Drill or Drop

www. frackfreeisleofwight.org                                 Frack Free Isle of Wight. @FrackFreeIOW 

Fracking Legislation Debates
A new MInisterial Statement on Energy Policy published by the BEIS,  highlights the government’s 

plan to allow non- hydraulic exploration to become permitted development. 

This means that ministers and NOT LOCAL COUNCILS will decide on plans for drilling ‘in shale or 

other strata encased in shale for the purposes of searching for natural gas and associated 

liquids’  This could mean drilling on the Isle of Wight PEDL.

It also wants  ‘to trigger the inclusion of shale production projects into the Nationally 

Significant Infrastructure Projects regime.’ in the new National Planning Policy Framework 

published in July.

(This would mean DRILLING TAKES PLACE WITHOUT NEEDING PLANNING PERMISSION )

The Government published their statement before the findings of a parliamentary select 

committee inquiry on planning regulations for Fracking was completed. Their findings oppose 

the government’s plan to take drilling decisions out of the hands of local planning authorities.

           Summary here                     Conclusions and Recommendations here

So far 80% of Conservative Local Councils that have PEDL licences like us, have  rejected the  

permitted development for fracking proposals 

Read more here https://drillordrop.com/2018/08/03/most-tory-councillors-oppose-

government-changes-to-shale-gas-planning-rules-survey/
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Action Updates

IMPORTANT NEWS

STOP GOVERNMENT FORCING DRILLING ON COMMUNITIES 

So we ALL need to take part in the national campaign Let Communities Decide

FFIOW has already emailed Bob Seely and all Parish and Town Councillors 

asking them to reject the proposals in the new National Planning Policy Framework 

by signing an open letter to Claire Perry MP . NOW WE NEED YOUR HELP TOO!

This is just the beginning of a plan to 

take away decisions on unconventional 

fossil fuel extraction from local 

authorities and will impact on our ability 

to protect the Island if UKOG submits 

planning permission
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We spent 2 days at the Chale Show on the weekend of 4th and 5th August and it was a very 

successful event.  We spoke to a lot of visitors and residents who had not heard of our licence and 

there was a great deal of interest in all from the public. 

We signed up 12 people to the website and hope that others who took leaflets and information 

will also subscribe.

 

Future Meetings and Actions
We are meeting in early September to hopefully plan events over the following two months which we 

will be sending to all subscribers in due course. Keep an eye on the Action section of home page of the 

website in the meantime.

There will definitely be a Let Communities Decide demo outside of the IWC building on the 

evening of 19th Sepember before the full council meeting.  Times and details will follow.

Take Action
We would like you to do 3 things from home

1. find your local council rep here and send them an email 

or write a letter asking them to 

• reject Permitted Development for all gas and oil well proposals and 

• add this as an urgent agenda item for their full council meeting on 19th 

September.

• click on this link for ideas of what to say 

NB.  Remember this isn’t just about Fracking it is about weakening local 

democracy in counties across England and eroding the right of local councils and 

communities to decide what happens within their locality.

 

Chale Show

2. A public consultation document purely related to fracking has been 

published since July and closes October 25th.

Respond to the public consultation document online …their statements are 

biased but don’t be disheartened.  Here is a guide to help you respond.

Or, if you prefer, you can use the ideas from your previous email as you can 

respond to the consultation in writing to object to their plans. 

3. Tell at least 2 other people about this action to triple your impact and 

encourage and help them to do the same. Watch out also for our public 

meetings which we hope to arrange to help with this.
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